( In the last section of the paper consideration is given to Π {maximal linear subspaces of M z ). One result is that if A is hyponormal and z a boundary point of W(A), then Π {maximal linear subspaces of M z ) = {x\ Ax = zx and A*x = 2*cφ This generalizes Stampfli's result in [3] : if A is hyponormal and z is an extreme point of W(A), then z is an eigenvalue of A. In [2] MacCluer proved this theorem for A normal. Proof. In proof of the convexity of W(A) given in [1] , pp. 317-318, it is shown that tx + (1 -t)Xy e M z for some real number t in (0, 1) and some complex λ, | λ | = 1. A slight modification of the argument shows that sx -(1 -s)Xy e M z for some real number s in (0, 1). Therefore, since M z is homogeneous and s,te (0, 1), x e M z 0 ikf z , proving the last assertion. Proof. By elementary techniques it can be shown that for each complex z (2) 
iii) if PΓ(A) is a convex body, then # is an interior point of W(A) if and only if YM Z = X.

It is well-known that W(A)
is(1) K. = M,Γi[(A-z)(γM,)]±Γi[(A*-z*)(γM g )]>-and that if z is extreme, (2 ) M z c [(A -z)N] λ Π [(A* -z*)N] λ . (The proof of
